ABORTION IS AMORAL
M

ost Americans will tell you that they are moral people. They “live a moral life”, they “don’t hurt anybody
else”. However, most Americans, when discussing the baby in the womb, somehow forget all their
morality. Somehow morality, when given to a baby in a womb (that they can’t see), goes out the window. For
example, some people ask, “Doesn’t a woman have a right to choose to kill her baby? Doesn’t the government
allow for this?” and I would answer, “Doesn’t God have a right to deﬁne what is right or wrong?” I wasn’t
aware that we could determine our own morality or the length of someone’s life.

A

bortion is a convenient excuse for selﬁsh, fornicating, amoral men and women. When you look at abortion
from the baby’s perspective, what do you see other than a murder taking place? Pro-Choicers can only
see abortion from the woman’s perspective and all they see is their “rights” taken away if they can’t
terminate a pregnancy. Since when is anyone free to murder another
person? Is the life of another person up for grabs?
Is the life of a person a commodity–you know,
something to be traded on the NYSE?

T

he ironic thing is that the baby isn’t asking for
any extraneous, outlandish rights; he is just
asking for the right to live. Likewise, the people
in Uganda or Venezuela would have asked for that
same simple, basic right as the baby in the womb.
But, tragically, instead, they were denied that right
by murderous, amoral and selﬁsh people who had a
“choice” to let them live or not.

I

t’s easy for those who have life to take the lives away
from others, isn’t it? It’s easy for those who have
power to crush those weaker than them. Just because
you can snuff out a life doesn’t mean you should.
Morals aren’t based on feelings-in-the-moment. Right
and wrong is universal, regardless of circumstances.
Governments, likewise are designed (by God) to protect
life; not snuff it out. Who needs over-seas terrorists when
we kill our own Americans with our laws?

L

et me ask you a question: where do morals come
from? Are morals something that anyone can
make up as they go? Or are
morals concrete no matter what? Are morals relative or absolute? The answer lies in God. All things come
from Him and because we are made in His image, we know right from wrong. We all have a moral compass.
Unfortunately, that moral compass is broken in all of us (as we are all sinners). Morality is something that needs
to be constantly fought for. That’s why Pro-Choicers and Pro-Lifers exist; one creates morality (abortion) as it
suits them. The other says abortion is wrong regardless.

I

f everyone has a different view on morality, then who is right? We all can’t be right. Actions are either wrong
or right. Hitler said morality was relative and murdering Jews was OK. Other Germans said murdering Jews
was wrong. Who’s right? Without God’s Law, morality is a joke. Morality will always be warped and molded to
suit ourselves. Abortion can be justiﬁed a thousand different ways; but it will never nullify God’s Law. Morality
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